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This is Why We Breed by Sharon Gardner 

I received this email from a puppy family.  This made my year!!!    
Since my first Swissy from the Polyana Kennel was sick all of his life    

I decided I would breed Swissys that made families happy!     
If I produced a show puppy even better!     

Dear Sharon,  

I hope that all is well with you and that you are pleasantly busy with your pups 
and grandchildren.  While I was on a walk with Ellie today, I was thinking about 
what a wonderful dog she is and I wanted to drop you a note to say thank you.  
Ellie is so sweet and kind.  She is completely devoted to our family and is    
particularly wonderful with the kids.  She loves to cuddle and still nurses on 
her blankie!  She has a playful relationship with Will, but is noticeably gentle 
when they play tug of war.  Her relationship with Harper is very special.  As an 
example, last night, Harper was crying in her room and  Ellie came from across 
the house and put her face right up in Harper’s face.  Then, she laid down next 
to Harper and stayed for hugs until Harper calmed down.  Ellie is strikingly 
beautiful and everyone asks about her breeder.  And we tell them about you 
and Tillie, Maggie, and Ted.  Don’t get me wrong,  Ellie can still be a be a     
nutball, and she definitely gets too excited about guests.  But she is a great girl 
and I just wanted to say thank you.     

Kate

MAGS Facebook Club: www.facebook.com/magsmdc    GSMD Club of America website: www.gsmdca.org 

Gary & Holly Haliskoe live 

in Middletown, NJ    

with their Swissies     

Abby and Sarah 

Meghan & Jarrod Younkin 

live in Somerset, PA with 

their Swissy Smokey 
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is Here!    



 

 

Dear MAGS members, 

We are past the winter holidays and most of us are looking forward to warm 

weather, green trees, growing grass and bright colored flowers. I know I am, 

especially as I watch the snow and freezing rain come down outside my    

living room window.  

That, however, is not the only thing on my mind…the other thing is our 

MAGS newsletter.  I have seen many well deserved positive comments after 

an issue comes out. I know our editor, Laurie Grace appreciates the affirma-

tion. We all enjoy the features which have allowed us to learn about fellow 

club members.  It also provides important information about our breed. What 

readers may not realize is the difficulty Laurie has in getting information and 

pictures to print.  So let’s explore that issue. 

I see so many interesting pictures of Swissies on the MAGS Facebook page.  

They are shared frequently and liberally. Yet, unless, the pictures are taken 

at an event, they are rarely posted to the newsletter.  Your Swissie does not 

have to win a ribbon or a prize to appear in the newsletter.  We just want to 

see how your Swissie(s) provide love and enjoyment in your lives.  Please 

do not think you have to be invited to send pictures…just send them.  Re-

member….not all our members go on Facebook and they will never have a 

chance to witness all those great moments unless they are shown in the 

newsletter! 

A few of us, including me, feel like newsletter “hogs” because our pups are in 

the show ring or compete in other activities and their pictures are in almost 

every newsletter.  There are many MAGS members who show their dog, 

participate in AKC events, earn a CGC, become certified as a therapy dog, 

etc. - please share your highlights.  If you do not have a show picture…just 

take a candid and brag about what your pup has done!!  Let us all share 

these moments of enjoyment! 

If you want to share pictures and you are not quite sure how to send a      

picture from your phone or your computer or scan and send pictures….don’t 

let that stop you!  If you don’t have a technology guru in your neighborhood, 

contact Denise Mitterando who has offered to walk you through the process.   

 Janie Hecker, President 

President’s Letter 



 

 

The Rosander Family 

“Welcome to the Family!”  

My husband and I shot each 

other one of those “Um, okay” 

looks when Dr. Chris Gisewhite 

first whispered those words to 

us on Memorial Day weekend 

of 2016.  We had just made   

the 3 & 1/2 hour trip out to        

SeaVaRidge to meet and       

potentially take home our very 

first Swissy.  Our kids, the       

two-legged variety, had been    

begging for a dog for years.   

As soon as we laid eyes on       

Zydeco Zing, we knew she was 

our Snickers.  

See, we had already chosen her name ... 

more than a year before on Mother’s Day in 2015.   Kevin, my large-dog-loving husband, was               

uncompromising with his list of breeds … basically anything that weighed just as much, if not more, than 

me.  Among his list of Bull Mastiff and Great Dane was the most beautiful tri-color breed whose             

expressive eyes I instantly fell in love with.  The more we read and researched, the more convinced we 

became that a Greater Swiss Mountain Dog was everything we needed to complete our family.  Playing 

to their caramel coloring and our family’s love of sweets, we tossed around names like S’mores and  

Rollo until realizing that Snickers said it all.  We had the name; now we just needed the dog. 

On a random whim that following March we made the trek to a ...   

Jim Rau dog show in Edison, NJ.  I mean, how could we really commit to a breed that we had never met 

in person?  We meandered the aisles with our then 9-year-old daughter, Kylie, and 7-year-old son, 

Conor, seeking out a Swissy to officially meet and greet.  And boy did we luck out when we happened 

upon Caboo and Herbie!  I’m pretty sure we asked to pet the dogs before we even introduced ourselves 

to their humans, but we’ve since learned that this is the magic of the breed and true Swissy owners are 

never insulted by the slight.  Within a few short minutes of experiencing Caboo’s grace and Herbie’s 

love, we were sold.  (Oh, and Denise Mitterando and Frank Caputo were awesomely friendly as well!)  

Needless to say, that day we made up our minds and were in search of a new pup. 



 

 

The Rosander Family 

I’m sure I’m not alone in declaring ...  

Denise Mitterando as our family’s Swissy Godmother.  Within hours, we were texting and         

Facebook messaging Denise all sorts of questions.  Her responses were quick and encouraging, 

and definitely fueled our growing obsession with finding ourselves a puppy!  Trouble is, we were 

also raising two very active kids and holding down two very time-consuming jobs.   The thought of 

adding a puppy to the mix of soccer games, gymnastic practices, bus-stop routines, work      

deadlines, late-night meetings and everything else was just too much for me to bear.  For months, 

I dragged my husband on a roller-coaster ride between “yes, we got this” and “who the hell are 

we kidding” until the text that changed our lives.  “I know you’ve been looking for a puppy, but 

how about a young lady?”  Denise wrote one fateful morning in May.  Kevin and I locked eyes and 

the rest is history! 

Within a day, we were on the phone with …   

Dr. Chris asking all sorts of questions about Zydeco Zing, a two-year-old show dog who            

unfortunately/fortunately wouldn’t be able to breed.  After learning about this little lady, we made 

plans to go meet her the first weekend in June.  But as all the stars continued to align, our       

Memorial Day weekend plans were thwarted when Kevin’s mom got the stomach bug.  Instead of 

heading down the shore to visit with his parents, we were all of a sudden on our way to PA! 

I’d like to say wholeheartedly 
that the moment we laid eyes 
on Snickers was magical …   

but I’d be lying not to admit that my first 

thought was “she’s huge!”  Within moments, 

though, she took to me and Kylie and we 

could see the endearing relationship she 

shared with Dr. Chris.  My husband was a 

little put off, getting a dog was after all really 

his thing, but we had nothing to worry about.   

Within days of being home 
with us, Snickers took to Kevin 
like paper to glue.  She had 
found her new alpha.  

 



 

 

The Rosander Family 

Over those first few months,                  
we learned about all of Snicker’s …   

idiosyncrasies, especially her fear of laundry baskets, 

taco shells cracking, and loud, sudden movements made 

by 7-year-old boys.  We also fell in love with her cuddles 

and snuggles.  She came to every soccer game as the 

kids’ biggest fan, and always drew compliments from 

strangers both on her beauty and behavior.  As we   

sauntered through Somerset Patriots Stadium for Bark in 

the Park, paraded through downtown Coatesville to   

welcome Christmas, and practiced agility training with 

friends from all over, we saw Snickers come out of her 

shell more and more.  She developed relationships with 

Caboo, Gideon, Zeke, Oliver, Dante, Fiona, Kona,    

Teddy, Maggie, and especially Herbie as we built   

friendships with all of their humans.  Hanging out        

together became as much about all of us as it was for all 

of them.  We made 2-hour treks for birthday pool parties, took long walks along the  river, and 

rented out Doggy Days Daycare Center just to be together.  It was seeing Snickers with other 

Swissies that convinced us we needed another.  And so the seed was planted. 

 



 

 

The Rosander Family 

Just before Christmas 2016, 
when we heard that Greg & Lara 
Coyle were adopting a new …   

puppy from SeaVaRidge, we immediately tried 

to jump on board.  Since their Zeke is our 

Snickers’ litter-mate, how cool would it be for 

us to share another set of siblings?  We missed 

our chance though, as all the puppies had 

been claimed by the time we reached out to  

Dr. Chris.  This disappointment didn’t last long,         

however.  Shortly after Christmas, Dr. Chris 

shared another precious pup in need of        

rehoming: TwinPeak’s 2-year-old Aeronca.  

Her face was priceless and her deep Swissy 

eyes spoke to use through the photograph.    

As an added bonus, she was Snickers’ half-

Swisster and the mother of the Coyle’s new puppy, Zuri!  We immediately knew we had found our 

Twix (yes, we had already picked out her name as well as so that we had a perfect pair!). 

For weeks, we kept the secret 
from the kids.   

It was fun to talk about “Twix” as this     

imaginary Swissy that we would have 

some day, without them having any idea 

we were just a few days away from bring-

ing her home.  As we set off one afternoon 

to a fictitious Swiss weight pull (driving to 

PA to spend time with Swissies was so 

normal to the kids at this point that they 

didn’t even question us), I had a special 

snack packed to share the news.  When 

they got hungry halfway into the trip, I 

passed them each a Twix candy bar.  

Conor caught on quickly, but Kylie’s face 

as she processed that we were actually 

driving to pick up our Twix was priceless!  

Those are the moments life is made of. 



 

 

The Rosander Family 

Since adopting Twix, we have 
learned how unique dogs of the 
same breed can be.    

Despite both being daughters of Bunker (GCH 

CH TwinPeaks Dunes of the Cape) and only   

3-weeks apart in age, Snickers and Twix 

couldn’t be more different in many ways.  

Where Snickers likes to run and frolic, Twix 

prefers to “conserve energy”.  While Snickers 

can stare at a snack dropped on the floor with 

incredible self-discipline that even I envy, Twix 

has caused us to install a self-closing pantry 

door and secure our garbage can lid with a 

bungee cord.  Snickers tends to sleep more 

soundly while Twix has become a Facebook 

sensation with her characteristic snoring     

videos.  No matter how different they are, 

though, one thing remains the same: the     

unconditional love of a Swissy and the sheer 

joy they bring to us each and every day. 

Our days have been filled …   

with impromptu gatherings at friends’ homes 

and local breweries, painting parties with our 

pups as the prompt, swimming in public pools 

before they close for the season, lazy days on 

the couch, hikes to new heights, and countless 

other memories made.  We are so fortunate to 

have met an amazing set of friends in Denise; 

Greg, Lara and the girls; Tonia; Tim and        

Anthony; Loretta and Greg; Sharon and Frank, 

Jackie and their girls, too.  Each and every one 

of you have become our extended Swissy   

Family, and what a family it is! 



 

 

The Rosander Family 

But like with any family, 
there are good times 
and there are bad.    

As I sit here writing this, Snickers 

is curled up next to me sleeping 

soundly exactly how she was the 

night last March when we           

discovered a lump on her leg.     

A mast cell tumor.  An aggressive 

one.  After two surgeries, eight 

chemotherapy injections, and 

months of ingesting specialized  

tinctures and supplements, we 

enjoyed this past Fall “cancer 

free”.  But we knew it wouldn’t  

last forever.  The cancer is back, 

and back with a vengeance.  

We’ve built a new routine around           

morning chemo pills, more        

injections, daily pat downs to 

monitor any physical changes, 

and a constant guessing game of 

which foods she’ll tolerate.  We knew this was coming; we’ve been warned by every doctor she 

has seen but there’s nothing that can prepare you for the gut-wrenching truth you can’t ignore.  

Believe me when I tell you that if love could conquer cancer, this girl would’ve been cured in 

minutes!  But that’s not the way life works, and as scary as the future is in this very moment, I 

wouldn’t have traded one second of the love she has given and continues to give us.  There is 

something truly special about this breed, and only a heart that’s been touched by a Swissy knows 

that it’s indescribable.  So hug your furry friends every chance you get, indulge them in that big 

bully stick, let them romp and wallop through the mud.  Because you never know which is your 

last embrace, or stinky snack, or dirty paw walking through the door.  Kevin and I are bracing our-

selves for what’s to come, but we know that with our Swissy Family by our side, their love and 

laughter will guide us through. 

Katie Rosander 



 

 

Our regional Middle Atlantic Greater Swiss Mtn. Dog Club participated in the  
annual “Canine Learning Experience” on February 2nd at the Agricultural Hall in 
Allentown, PA.  Every year the sponsor of this event Lehigh Valley Kennel Club 

suggests a theme for breed booths.   This year’s theme …  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

PRIOR EVENT HIGHLIGHTS 

Tonia Adams with Tauzr       Jim Hauptly & Trooper     Carol Gehret & Milo    Janie Hecker & TJ     Tara Lloyd & Yeti 



 

 

Many club members and their families helped in the planning and erection of our 
breed booth.  Out of all the breed booths judged that day, our MAGS club booth 

won, “Honorable Mention”. 
 
 
 
 

PRIOR EVENT HIGHLIGHTS 

As the educational committee    
representative, I am very proud to 

be a part of this organization of 
members willing to take the time 

from their busy schedule to       
promote the GSMD at the            

Canine Learning Experience.                                                    
This is just one way of showing 

people how great our                
breed really is! 

 
As Our club also honored a Swissy 

who notified his family not once, 
not twice, but three times of a pos-

sible burglar and/or intruder on 
their property.  His name:  
“Cabro’s Two Nice N Easy         

Tugger”, owned by Katie Schomp 
and family.  

 
 Again, this is just one way of 

showing people how great this 
breed really is! 

Also included in this event were 
various clinics, AKC regulation    

trials in obedience and rally, and 
other dog-related events including 
the “Parade Of Breeds”.  We had 

seven Swissies walking in the    
parade including one pulling                 

his cart.  We loved every minute!  
 

Sunday’s events included a puppy 
match and clinics.  We had three 

puppies competing in the 6-9 
month age group.  Many people  

attending the match were          
surprised at how calm our puppies 

were that day as compared to     
other breeds. 

 
There were sooo many families 

“loving” on our Swissies. 
  

What a great experience and I 
thank everyone who helped us, 

“Make it happen”! 



 

 

12 Swissys and six other friends participated in an introduction to Barn Hunt with                              
Darlene from Tail Waggin Events in Robbinsville, NJ on February 23rd.                                               

Barn Hunt is the fastest growing dog sport to hit North America since dog agility,                            
and it is becoming more popular every day.  This growth is no surprise-Barn Hunt is great fun 

for people and dogs!  It takes a dog's natural instinct to find quarry, builds in a requirement      
for teamwork, and offers plenty of challenge and strategy for both dog and human. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Barn Hunt provides excellent physical and mental stimulation for your dog, and builds                  

confidence. Through their training, teams build stronger bonds and better communication and 
can develop a real "conversation" that benefits the pair at home and beyond. This sport is often 

found by people looking for "jobs" for their dogs, be they older senior dogs that have retired 
from a vibrant agility career, dogs that love crittering at home, or dogs that are working through 

social challenges. There are all types and all motivations of dogs 

PRIOR EVENT HIGHLIGHTS 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If attendees or others are interested in additional events with Barn Hunt, you can join the Tail Waggin Events mailing list or fol-
low them online at https://www.tailwagginevents.com, Facebook at Tail Waggin Events or email:  tailwagginevents@gmail.com 

PRIOR EVENT HIGHLIGHTS 

“Initial introductions to Barn 
Hunt are often straightforward, 
with teams experiencing a high 

level of success, but as the 
team progresses, more skills, 
problem-solving, and proofing 

are needed to succeed.”           
 

Authors: Eva Fowler Raczka and     
Deb M. Eldredge, DVM 

It was entertaining to see the 
response of the dogs when   

being introduced to the rat in 
the little cage.  Then it was off 

into the ring to see if they could 
alert to a tube with a rat actually 
in it.  Then there was the climb 
onto a bail of hay and for the 

real adventurous ...                                                      
a run through the tunnel!          

It was a fun time! 

https://www.tailwaggingevents.com
mailto:tailwagginevents@gmail.com


 

 

Shadetree’s Huckleberry Finn With A Little Twist 

Winner’s Dog 

Laurie & Gene Grace’s Finn picked up another point towards his Champion title            
at the West Friendship, MD show on February 17th.    

“So proud of our handsome boy!” 

 



 

 

GCH Kismet’s Blazing Fire On The Mountain Lady Klara 

Grand Champion Select Bitch                                                                   
The Westminster Kennel Club Show                                                          

February 12, 2019 

 

Janie & Wayne Hecker’s Klara were recognized at the Westminster Kennel Club Show 

as Select Bitch by a blue and white rosette and a silver oxide finished medallion.    

    Judge: Mr. Douglas R. Halloway, Jr.                                         Handled By: Jaime Scott 



 

 

GCH CH Cherished the Century’s Best                        
CGCA BN NWPD WEDS                                               

Farm Dog Certified 

Jaime & Randy Taylor’s Sentry earned his Farm Dog Certification on January 27th.     
He qualified in 2 back to back trials!! What a good all around boy!!! 

 



 

 

 

Stephanie & Daniel Dooley’s Skye                                      
turned 4 on February 19th 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

HAPPY BAROODAY 



 

 

 

Jaime & Randy Taylor’s Sentry                                          
turned 5 on January 14th   

 
He celebrated his special day with his family, enjoying Swissy cupcakes,                     

gifts and lots of hugs!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HAPPY BAROODAY 



THE MA TERNITY WARD 

Jaime & Randy Taylor    
are proud to announce 
that their Sentry sired a 

litter with Annette       
Laplante’s Crimson.     

On February 5       
Cherished Swissies      
welcomed 11 new       

puppies into the world! 
The “Z”ombie litter is 

here!!  





at  

Lara & Greg 

Coyle’s 



It is always a     
fun time     

when the family   
literally  

gets together! 





Let's Get Ready 
For Spring



MARK YOUR CALENDAR 



 

 
MARK YOUR CALENDAR 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 All items will be a royal blue with the logo as it appears on the blue. 

 One item ‘a scarf’ will be available in red with the logo as it appears on the red.                              
If ordering scarf, please note color! 

 Please fill in the Order Form and email to:                                                                                              
fotodoc@optonline.net<mailto:fotodoc@optonline.net and                                                                                 
ggolding19@gmail.com<mailto:ggolding19@gmail.com 

 The Order Form should include: Quantity, Name/Description, Style #, Size and Price                
NOTE:  Some items have an up charge for 2XL or 3XL 

 Select method of payment: PayPal, Cash or Check 

 Once the order is received it will be confirmed and a price confirmation will be sent back to the 

Ordering Email Address 

 If method of payment is PayPal an Invoice will be sent to the Order Email Address                      

NOTE: Order will not be processed until payment is received. 

 All shipments will be received by Denise Mitterando and can be picked up at the next MAGS 
event or via shipment.  Shipment will be based on actual shipping costs and payment will have 
to be made for that separately. 

mailto:fotodoc@optonline.net%3cmailto:fotodoc@optonline.net
mailto:ggolding19@gmail.com%3cmailto:ggolding19@gmail.com

